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By Ronald J. Baker, Mary M. Chepiga, and Stephen J. Cauller

Abstract
Nitrate-concentration data are used in conjunction with
land-use and land-cover data to estimate median nitrate
concentrations in groundwater underlying the New Jersey
(NJ) Highlands Region. Sources of data on nitrate in 19,670
groundwater samples are from the U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) National Water Information System (NWIS) and the
NJ Private Well Testing Act (PWTA).
In a study conducted by the USGS, in cooperation with
the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection,
logistic regression was used to relate measured nitrate concentrations to five explanatory variables (percent urban and
agricultural land use, septic-system density, total length of
streams, and number of known contaminated sites) quantified in 610-meter-square grid cells). A method for calculating
the median concentrations of nitrate from a series of logistic
regression models was developed. Two calibration and two
validation procedures showed that the logistic-regressionbased method can estimate groundwater-nitrate concentrations
in the Highlands Region accurately to within 0.1 milligram
per liter as nitrogen (mg/L as N). Limitations of the logisticregression-based method include the inability to select a
logistic model with exactly 0.5 probability of exceeding the
threshold value and lack of an algorithm to directly calculate
the median value. Quantile regression was evaluated as a suitable alternative and was slightly less accurate than the logisticregression method in estimating median groundwater nitrate
concentrations in the Highlands Region.
Multiple-linear regression with log-transformed nitrateconcentration data and the same five explanatory values
was less accurate than either logistic or quantile regression
in estimating median nitrate concentrations. On the basis of
4,516 2000 x 2000 foot grid cells that contain wells with data
stored in NWIS and the PWTA database, the estimated median
nitrate concentration for the entire Highlands Region is about
1.25 mg/L as N, and estimated median concentrations range
from about 1.05 to 1.78 mg/L as N among 11 smaller administratively defined areas within the Highlands Region that vary

in percentages of urban land use, agricultural land use, and
septic-system density.
The Kaplan-Meier method of estimating summary statistics from left-censored data was applied in order to include
nondetects (left-censored data) in median nitrate-concentration
calculations. Median concentrations also were determined
using three alternative methods of handling nondetects. Treatment of the 23 percent of samples that were nondetects had
little effect on estimated median nitrate concentrations because
method detection limits were mostly less than median values.

Introduction
Monitoring and assessment of groundwater quality is
important for the management of groundwater resources
from a public health and an ecological perspective. Groundwater quality and anticipated water-quality changes in the
New Jersey (NJ) Highlands Region, which is distinct from
but overlaps much of the Highlands Physiographic Province
(fig. 1), are used by government agencies as regulatory criteria
for land-use decisions. Nitrate (NO3) concentrations are used
as an indicator of overall water quality (New Jersey Highlands
Water Protection and Planning Council, 2008) One objective
of the Highlands Regional Master Plan is “to determine the
amount and type of human development and activity which
the ecosystem of the Highlands Region can sustain.” This
objective has zoning and building-restriction implications.
The first step in observing changes in groundwater nitrate
concentrations is to characterize pre-regulatory (pre-2008)
nitrate concentrations, which are used as a “baseline” for
comparison with present (2014) and future nitrate concentrations. Although the groundwater nitrate concentration at a
location (for example, a single house or public supply well)
can be reliably determined by sampling and analyzing the well
water, determining the central tendency and range of nitrate
concentrations for an entire region such as the Highlands
Region is problematic. Therefore, the U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS), in cooperation with the New Jersey Department of
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Figure 1. New Jersey Highlands Region with Planning and Preservation Areas.

Environmental Protection, conducted a study to determine the
best method for use in estimating nitrate concentrations in the
Highlands Region.
The range of nitrate concentrations in groundwater in
an area can be quantified by sampling water from a representative number of randomly distributed wells. The range,
however, will be biased if the wells are not uniformly distributed throughout the study area. Public supply, industrial,
agricultural, domestic, and observation wells used for groundwater sampling tend to be installed in land-use areas that are
urban, suburban, and agricultural. Wells are less frequently
installed in forested, barren, and wetlands areas. Previous
investigations (Wakida and Lerner, 2005; Nolan and others,
1998; Dubrovsky and Hamilton, 2010) report that nitrate
concentrations in groundwater in urbanized, industrialized,
and agricultural areas are consistently greater than those in
forested and wetland areas. Therefore, median nitrate concentrations determined in samples from wells in urban and

other developed areas likely will be higher than the median
nitrate concentrations in samples from wells in forested and
wetlands areas. One remedy for such bias is to use data from a
subset of wells that are uniformly distributed geographically.
This would eliminate geographic bias at a cost of decreasing
the data density, reducing confidence in the statistical analyses, and possibly introducing additional bias from the wellselection criteria. An alternative method to eliminate bias is to
relate nitrate concentrations to explanatory variables such as
land use, surface activities, soil characteristics, hydrology, and
population, then use these relations to estimate nitrate concentrations for each area of interest. The alternative method was
used in this study to estimate baseline groundwater median
nitrate concentrations in the NJ Highlands Region and areas
within the Highlands Region.
Regression models can be used to relate water-quality
characteristics, such as nitrate concentrations, to independent (explanatory) variables, such as percentages of different
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land-use categories and septic-system density. Logistic-regression models typically are used to relate a set of explanatory
variables to the probability of exceeding a threshold value of a
water-quality characteristic (Greene and others, 2005; Huang
and others, 2013; Tu, 2008; Eckhardt and Stackelberg., 1995;
Nolan, 2001; Gardner and Vogel, 2005; Tesoriero and Voss,
2005; Gurdak and Qi, 2012. Typically, the threshold value is
a concentration of interest, for example 2 milligrams per liter
(mg/L) nitrate as nitrogen (N) in groundwater (Gardner and
Vogel, 2005), which was suggested by Mueller and Helsel
(1996) as a conservative value to indicate anthropogenic
effects. For this study, rather than calculating the probability of
exceeding a threshold value, the probability was set in advance
(50%, which corresponds to the probability of exceeding the
median value), and the logistic-regression model and corresponding threshold concentration (which is the median value)
was then determined.
Quantile regression and multiple-linear regression (MLR)
were tested as alternatives to the logistic-regression method
for estimating median nitrate concentrations in the Highlands
Region. Quantile regression (Kroenker and Hallock, 2001)
is used to relate one or more independent variables to the
value of one dependent variable that corresponds to specified
quantiles of the range of dependent-variable values. Multiple
linear regression (MLR) is commonly used to relate sets of
explanatory variables to water-quality constituents (Helsel and
Hirsch, 2002). For example, Sando and others (2014) relate
log-transformed concentrations of water-quality constituents
to time, streamflow, and season. MLR was similarly applied
in this study. Median calculations based on logistic regression,
quantile regression, and multiple-linear regression were all
subjected to calibration checks and validation by comparing
medians of lab-measured nitrate concentrations to calculated
concentrations. The best estimates of median nitrate concentrations for the entire New Jersey Highlands Region and
smaller administratively defined areas were then calculated.

Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this report is to present the methods used
to quantify median groundwater nitrate concentrations in the
NJ Highlands Region and to estimate median concentrations
for the entire Highlands Region and for selected areas within
the Highlands Region. Criteria for selecting explanatory variables and developing logistic-regression models are presented,
and statistical tests used to evaluate the logistic regression
models also are presented. Benefits and limitations of the
methods used are described. Comparisons are made between
measured and estimated median values. Nitrate concentrations
were less than the method detection limit (MDL) in 23 percent
of the groundwater samples tested. Nondetects are water samples in which the constituent of interest, in this case nitrate,
was not detected. The Kaplan-Meier method of including
nondetects (also referred to as left-censored data) was selected
over three other methods (assigning nondetects a value of
zero, one-half the MDL, and the MDL), though the estimated

median nitrate concentrations determined using the other three
nondect methods also are presented. The effect of applying
each of these four methods on the estimated median nitrate
concentrations is described. The estimated median nitrate concentrations were determined for the entire Highlands Region
and selected areas within the Highlands Region, and these
values can be used as baseline conditions for comparison with
future concentrations as land use and other surface characteristics change over time.

Description of Study Area
New Jersey is divided into four physiographic provinces:
the Coastal Plain, Piedmont, Highlands, and Valley and Ridge
(Dalton, 2003). The Piedmont, Highlands, and Valley and
Ridge consist mostly of a series of discontinuous, rounded
ridges separated by deep, narrow valleys and occupy the
northern one-third of the area of New Jersey. The NJ Highlands Physiographic Province is part of the Highlands that
extends to Connecticut, New York, and Pennsylvania (U.S.
Forest Service, 2014).
The NJ Highlands Region is an administratively (not
geologically) defined area that overlaps, but is distinct from,
the Highlands Physiographic Province. The New York-NJ
Highlands Region was first delineated in a study by the U.S.
Forest Service (USFS) (Michaels and others, 1992). The USFS
described it as an area of national significance that largely
consists of forests and farms but needing protection from
encroaching urban sprawl. The Highlands Region was later
expanded to include areas of Pennsylvania and Connecticut.
The NJ Highlands Region encompasses 2,505 square kilometers (km2) of the Highlands Physiographic Province and also
includes 654 km2 of the Piedmont and 316 km2 of the Valley
and Ridge Physiographic Provinces. The Highlands Region
covers 3,474 km2 and includes parts of Hunterdon, Somerset,
Sussex, Warren, Morris, Passaic and Bergen Counties (New
Jersey Highlands Council, 2008). The protection of forests and
wetlands, preservation of farmland, and permitting of additional urbanization in existing community areas are objectives
of the NJ Highlands Water Protection and Planning Council.
The Council was formed in 2004 as a provision of the Highlands Water Protection and Planning Act (N.J.S.A. 58:12A-26
et seq.; New Jersey Highlands Water Protection and Planning
Council, 2008), which was primarily enacted to protect the
drinking-water source for 5.4 million residences of New Jersey and New York. The NJ Highlands Region is divided into
the Planning Area, administered by the New Jersey Highlands
Council, in which conformance with the Regional Master
Plan is voluntary; and the Preservation Area, administered by
the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection, in
which conformance with the Regional Master Plan administered by the Highlands Council is mandatory. The Planning
and Preservation Areas are each further divided into three
Land-Use-Capability Zones: the Conservation Zone, Existing
Community Zone, and Preservation Zone (fig. 2, table 1).
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Figure 2. NJ Highlands Region with Land-Use Capability Zones.

Land use in the NJ Highlands Region, as determined
from 2007 land use-land cover data (New Jersey Department
of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) 2010), consists of about
44 percent of forest land; 12 percent of agricultural land;
26 percent of urban land; and 15 percent of barren, wetlands,
and water (fig. 3). Percentages of the six major land-use
categories in the Highlands Region vary by Planning Area and
Preservation Area and among the three Land-Use-Capability
Zones within each Area are shown in table 1.
The Preservation Area consists of 18,000 km2, and the
Planning area is slightly larger, about 19,000 km2. There is
more urban and agriculture land use in the Planning Area than
in the Preservation Area (table 1). Urban expansion is limited
in the Protection Zones and Conservation Zones. Urban expansion is allowed to a greater extent in the Existing Community
Zones but only as is “compatible with the protection and character of the Highlands environment, at levels that are appropriate to maintain the character of established communities,”

as stated in the Master Plan (New Jersey Highlands Council,
2008). The Conservation Zone consists of highly agricultural
land, and urban expansion is limited to protect the resources
and character of this Zone (New Jersey Highlands Council,
2008). In the Preservation Area and Planning Area, forest and
wetland land uses dominate the Protection Zone, agriculture
dominates the Conservation Zone, and urban land use dominates the Existing Community Zone.

Previous Investigations
Previous investigations addressed nitrate in the study
area and relations between land-use patterns and nitrate in
groundwater. Agricultural and domestic fertilizers and septic
systems are acknowledged as substantial sources of nitrate to
groundwater (Nolan and others, 2002). Nicholson and others (1996) studied the hydrogeology, groundwater flow, and
nitrates in the NJ Highlands. Glacial valley-fill, carbonate
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Table 1. Land use in the NJ Highlands Region.
Area and zone

Land use, in percent1,2
Urban

Agricultural

Forest

Wetlands

Barren

Water

Entire NJ Highlands

27.0

12.3

45.6

10.3

2.1

2.7

Planning Area

37.8

16.9

33.0

11.3

1.0

3.6

Conservation Zone

15.89

44.48

27.46

10.32

0.74

1.11

Existing Community Zone

64.16

2.83

20.97

6.64

1.11

4.29

Protection Zone

22.98

6.54

49.54

15.77

0.92

4.25

16.9

8.1

60.3

9.6

0.6

4.6

Conservation Zone

16.81

38.12

33.80

10.04

0.35

0.89

Existing Community Zone

54.64

3.56

28.00

7.04

0.77

5.99

Protection Zone

13.56

3.71

67.32

9.82

0.61

4.98

All grid cells with sampled wells

32.92

13.26

41.38

8.82

0.57

2.80

All grid cells with no sampled wells

21.75

11.47

49.61

11.08

0.93

4.89

Preservation Area

Calculated from New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection digital data (New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection, 2010)

1

Percentages do not sum to 100 because of rounding.

2

rock, and gneissic rock aquifers were identified as the major
sources of water. Human activities affected water resources by
increasing the concentrations of volatile organic compounds,
iron, and nitrate and in groundwater and surface water, and by
consumptive use, resulting in decreasing discharge to streams
and lower water tables. The maximum nitrate concentration
in water samples collected from 73 wells completed in three
aquifers was 9.5 milligrams per liter (mg/L) as nitrogen (N),
with the highest nitrate concentrations in samples from present
or previous agricultural areas and urbanized areas. The distribution of nitrate concentrations in forested and wetland areas
indicate that background concentrations are less than 1 mg/L
as N. Concentrations varied among three aquifers (table 2);
glacial valley-fill aquifers had higher median concentrations of
nitrate than carbonate and gneissic aquifers.
Serfes (1994) studied the natural groundwater quality in
bedrock aquifers of the Newark Basin. The Newark Basin is
synonymous with the Piedmont Physiographic Province and
is adjacent to and southeast of the Highlands Physiographic
Province. Nitrate concentrations in 55 well-water samples
ranged from 0.1 to 7.4 mg/L as N with a median concentration
of 1.6 mg/L as N.
Clawges and Vowinkel (1996) evaluated the roles of well
construction, hydrogeology, and land use in the susceptibility of groundwater bedrock aquifers in the Newark Basin to
nitrate contamination. Nitrate was the dominant form of nitrogen measured in samples from 132 wells. Nitrate concentrations ranged from less than 0.1 to 9.5 mg/L as N with a median
concentration of 1.6 mg/L as N, similar to that in the Piedmont Physiographic Province (Serfes, 1994). Shallow wells

and wells with shallow open intervals were associated with
higher nitrate concentrations, indicating a greater effect from
agriculture and urbanization. Groundwater nitrate concentrations were statistically lower in forested areas and wetlands
than in agricultural and urban areas. The highest concentration
measured was 9.5 mg/L as N in a groundwater sample from an
agricultural area.
Serfes (2004) summarized the groundwater quality in
the bedrock aquifers of the Highlands and Valley and Ridge
Physiographic Provinces in New Jersey (fig. 1 inset) from
97 well-water samples collected from the Middle Proterozoic,
Kittatinny Supergroup, and Martinsburg Formations. Nitrate
concentrations ranged from less than (<) 0.05 to 5.7 mg/L as
Table 2. Statistical summary of nitrate in groundwater samples
from the glacial valley-fill, carbonate-rock, and gneissic-rock
aquifer systems in the NJ Highlands Region.
[mg/L, milligrams per liter; N, nitrogen; <, less than]

Nitrate concentration (mg/L as N)1
Aquifer type
Samples

Minimum

Median

Maximum

Glacial Valley-Fill

27

<0.10

1.40

6.10

Carbonate rock

30

<0.10

1.00

9.50

Gneissic rock

16

<0.10

0.38

2.00

1

From Nicholson and others, 1996
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Figure 3. Land-use patterns, locations of wells with data in the U.S. Geological Survey National Water Information System, and nitrate
concentrations in groundwater in the New Jersey Highlands Region. (mg/L, milligrams per liter)

N in these samples (table 3). The median nitrate concentration
among the 97 samples was 0.41 mg/L as N.
Hoffman and Canace (2004) published a method to estimate nitrate concentrations in groundwater near septic systems
and the average land area required to sufficiently dilute nitrate
in septic-system effluent to avoid exceeding maximum nitrate
concentration goals for potable water supply. The method is
based on a mass-dilution model (Trela and Douglas, 1978)
and a groundwater-recharge model (Charles and others, 1993).
This method is currently (2015) used in the New Jersey Pinelands to protect groundwater resources by limiting the density
of new urban construction.

Dubrovsky and others (2010) reviewed water-quality
data from 1992 to 2004 for streams and groundwater throughout the United States. Nationally, nitrate concentrations in
groundwater appear to be increasing slowly. Data from more
than 5,000 wells showed that nitrate concentrations in groundwater in urban and agricultural areas are substantially greater
than concentrations in forested and wetland areas and are
greater than the estimated 1 mg/L as N that occurs as a natural
background level. Among 495 wells that were sampled during
1993–2003, median nitrate concentrations increased from 3.2
to 3.4 mg/L as N, and the exceedance of the Federal and State
health-based maximum contaminant level (MCL; 10 mg/L as
N) increased from 16 to 21 percent.
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Table 3. Statistical summary of nitrate concentrations in
groundwater samples from the Middle Proterozoic bedrock,
Kittatinny Supergroup, and Martinsburg Formation in the
Highlands and Valley and Ridge Physiographic Provinces in NJ.
[mg/L, milligrams per liter; N, nitrogen; <, less than]

8.

Compare median nitrate concentrations to concentrations obtained using quantile regression and multiple-linear regression.

9.

Analyze the effects of using alternative methods that
include nondetects in the model development and
median nitrate calculations.

Nitrate concentration (mg/L as N)1
Geologic Formation
Minimum

Median

Maximum

Middle Proterozoic
(45 samples)

<0.10

0.76

5.7

Kittatinny Supergroup
(26 samples)

<0.05

0.39

5.6

Martinsburg Formation
(26 samples)

<0.05

0.16

5.3

From Serfes, 2004

1

Method of Study
The method for determining the median nitrate concentration in groundwater of the NJ Highlands Region and Areas
and Zones within the Highlands Region required the following
steps:
1.

Obtain available nitrate-concentration data from
groundwater samples from the NJ Highlands Region.

2.

Develop a method of estimating the median value of
a dependent variable from a series of logistic-regression relations and a set of explanatory (independent)
variables. In this case, nitrate concentration is the
dependent variable, and the independent variables
are the land characteristics responsible for, or otherwise related to, nitrate concentrations.

3.

Compile a comprehensive set of potential explanatory variables, which may be related to nitrate concentration, to be used in regression models.

4.

Quantify the explanatory variables for areas surrounding wells for which nitrate data are available.

5.

Identify an optimum set of explanatory variables for
a series of logistic-regression equations based on
threshold values that represent the range of measured
nitrate concentrations in the NJ Highlands Region.
Develop logistic-regression models.

6.

Estimate median nitrate concentrations for the NJ
Highlands Region and the Planning and Preservation Areas; Conservation, Existing Community, and
Protection Zones; and each Area:Zone combination.

7.

Evaluate logistic-regression model performance.

Nitrate-Concentration Data
Two independent sources of groundwater nitrate data
were used for this study (table 4). The first dataset is a subset
consisting of 782 wells in the Highlands Physiographic
Province with data available from the USGS National Water
Information System (NWIS) (http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis).
The second dataset consists of 19,369 wells in the Highlands
Physiographic Province with data available from the NJ
Private Well Testing Act (PWTA; New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection, 2003).

National Water Information System Data
Wells in the NWIS database were installed for diverse
purposes, including water supply, observation, and agriculture.
The data are of exceptional quality because samples were
analyzed by USGS laboratories and extensively reviewed.
This dataset was used in a previous study to quantify median
nitrate concentrations in the Highlands Region (New Jersey
Highlands Council, 2008).
The 782 wells in the NWIS database sampled between
1983 and 2004 were evaluated to identify well clustering and
to remove the wells with substantially overlapping 500-meterradius buffers in order to avoid duplicate representation of
areas (Barringer and others, 1990). A subset of 352 wells
within the Highlands Region (fig. 3) was identified with
minimum buffer overlapping, and nitrate data from this subset
were used to identify the five explanatory variables used in
all logistic models and for the initial estimates of median
nitrate concentrations in Highlands groundwater (New Jersey
Highlands Water Protection and Planning Council, 2008).
Generally, NWIS wells are clustered in urban land-use areas.
Water samples with the highest nitrate concentrations occurred
mostly in areas dominated by urban and agricultural land
use. Nitrate concentrations ranged from 0.03 to 24.2 mg/L
as N with a median value of 0.98 mg/L as N, and 48 values
(16 percent) were nondetects.
Circular well buffers are widely used in spatial groundwater-quality investigations. The 500-meter radius was
selected on the basis of an evaluation by Koterba (1998),
which stated that the best compromise for defining land-use
characteristics around wells in a wide variety of hydrogeologic
settings across the Nation would be a circular buffer with a
500-meter radius from the well. This was further supported
by Johnson and Belitz (2009). In this investigation, it was
assumed that the area within the 500-meter circular well buffer represents land use and surface characteristics, such as
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Table 4. Sources of data on nitrate in groundwater in the New Jersey Highlands Region.
[NWIS, U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) National Water Information System; PWTA, New Jersey Private Well Testing Act; mg/L, milligrams per liter; --, no
information; <, less than; NO3, nitrate; QA, quality assurance]

Data source:

NWIS

Number of groundwater samples
Sampling dates

300
12/02/1983–06/23/2004

PWTA
19,369
10/14/2001–01/20/2011

NWIS and PWTA
19,669
12/02/1983–01/20/2011

Nitrate concentration (mg/L)
Minimum (mg/L)
Median (mg/L)
Maximum (mg/L)
Analytical methods, QA

<0.03

<0.02

<0.02

0.94

1.79

1.80

24.20

153

Multiple USGS methods, USGS
sampling and QA

As specified by each analytical
method

Total number of grid cells
Number of grid cells with NO3 data

153
--

9,745

9,745

9,745

284

4,379

4,516

septic-system inputs and fertilizer application, that may affect
the local groundwater quality.

Private Well Testing Act Data
The New Jersey PWTA, which became effective in
September 2002, requires water-quality sampling of domestic wells at the time of the sale of a home (Atherholt, 2009;
NJDEP, 2003). PWTA water-quality data and the global
positioning system location data are compiled by the NJDEP.
The PWTA data are extensive, but water samples are collected
only from domestic supply wells. PWTA data do not contain
the information available for NWIS wells, such as well depth
and aquifer identification. The PWTA specified a list of 12
approved analytical methods for analysis of nitrate (table 5).
All samples were analyzed by NJ State certified laboratories,
which are required to follow quality assurance/quality control
protocols specified by the published analytical methods. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and graphical analysis showed no
spatial bias in either analytical methods used to analyze PWTA
samples or in the nitrate method detection limit (MDL).
PWTA data for 19,369 wells sampled during October
2002–January 2011 within the NJ Highlands Region boundary were used in this study. PWTA rules mandate a level of
anonymity associated with well locations. NJDEP’s method to
obscure the well location is to create a grid of square cells that
are 610 m (2,000 ft) per side. Wells in each grid cell are plotted at the center of each grid. Therefore, the location of each
well was generalized to within plus or minus 431 m (1,414 ft.)

of the actual location. The number of groundwater samples
collected in each grid cell is shown on a map of the Highlands
Region in fig. 4. As with NWIS wells, PWTA wells are clustered in urban land-use areas.
The grid of 610-m-square cells (total of 9,745 cells) was
generated using GIS software for the NJ Highlands Region
boundary, and a unique identifier was assigned to each grid
cell (Grid ID). Nitrate concentrations from all well samples
within a grid cell were compiled, and the median measured
nitrate concentration was calculated where grid cells contained
more than one well. Of the 9,745 cells that make up the area
of the NJ Highlands Region and the 19,369 wells that were
sampled, the PWTA dataset provided a median nitrate concentration for each of 4,379 grid cells and no data for 5,366 grid
cells. Nitrate concentrations for all PWTA samples ranged
from 0.02 to 153 mg/L as N, and the median concentration
was 1.79 mg/L.

Combined NWIS and PWTS Data
The NWIS and PWTA water-quality datasets were combined to optimize the use of all available data, which provided measured nitrate concentrations in 4,516 grid cells, and
5,228 grid cells with no nitrate data. The number of samples
per cell with nitrate data ranged from 1 to 114 with a median
of 3 samples and an average of 4.3 samples. As with the
separate NWIS and PWTA data, most sampled wells tended
to be situated in areas with urban or agricultural land. The
median nitrate concentration in each cell ranges from 0.027
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Table 5. Approved methods for nitrate analysis of New Jersey Private Well Testing Act samples.
[EPA, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency; ASTM, American Society for Testing and Materials; Cd, cadmium; --, no information; mg/L, milligrams per
liter; N, nitrogen]

Typical
MDL1
(mg/L as N)

EPA
method

ASTM
method

Standard
methods

Other
methods

Number of
samples

Automated Cd reduction

0.05

353.2

D3867-90A

4500-NO3-F

--

1,009

Ion chromatography

0.01

300.0

D4327-91

4110B

B-1011 (Millipore)

9,032

Ion selective electrode

0.14

--

--

4500-NO3-D

601 (ATI Orion)

3,000

Manual Cd reduction

0.01

--

D3867-90B

4500-NO3-E

--

0

Unspecified method

--

--

--

--

--

4,864

0.01

--

--

--

10-107-04-1A (Lachat)

Methodology

Flow Injection/Cd reduction

977

Method detection limits (MDL) vary among labs and over time in individual labs

1

to 26.2 mg/L as N with an overall median concentration of
1.50 mg/L as N.
Of the 19,670 PWTA and NWIS samples, 511 (3 percent)
had concentrations greater than the State and Federal Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) for nitrate of 10 mg/L as N.
A total of 4,519 (23 percent) samples had concentrations less
than the MDL, which ranged from 0.020 to 10.0 mg/L as N,
and are categorized as nondetects. The MDL varied among
samples because of differences among laboratories and analytical methods used.

Nondetect Data
Among the 23 percent of samples that were nondetects,
a disproportionally large percentage occurred in forested land
and wetlands. The Preservation Area had a higher percentage
of nondetects (25.8 percent) than the Planning Area (19.9 percent). Similarly, the Protection Zone had a higher percentage
(27.0 percent) than either the Conservation or Existing Community Zones (18.3 and 19.6 percent, respectively). This result
is expected, as groundwater that is not affected by anthropogenic surface activities tends to have lower concentrations of
nitrate and therefore more nondetects.
Methods of analyzing data that contain nondetects (leftcensored data) include assigning a value such as zero, the
MDL, or some fraction (such as one-half) of the MDL. These
substitution methods, though prevalent in published literature,
have no sound basis because no substituted value between
zero and the MDL can be argued to be more valid than any
other (Helsel, 2005). An alternative method is to conduct the
data analysis without assigning specific values to nondetects,
such as the Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE), where a

distribution (known or assumed) is assigned to the data, and
statistics based on that distribution, not on individual data, are
calculated. The MLE was not used here to estimated median
nitrate concentrations in grid cells because the method does
not perform well for sample sizes less than 30, and few grid
cells contain 30 or more sampled wells. The Kaplan-Meier
method is recommended for estimating summary statistics for
censored data (Helsel, 2005). It is nonparametric and therefore
does not require information or assumptions about data distribution; also it has no minimum sample-size limitations. Therefore, this method was used to calculate the median nitrate
concentration for each grid cell. Although it is the best choice
for this dataset and analysis, the Kaplan-Meier method is not
without limitation. In grid cells that provided a single value,
and that value is a nondetect, the default median value was the
MDL. This circumstance applied to 385 nitrate concentrations
and affected 8.5 percent of grid cells with a single nitrate concentration value. Only 152 (3.3 percent) of those MDL values
were greater than or equal to (≥)0.5 mg/L as N, and only those
could affect the median concentration in the entire Highlands
Region, Planning and Preservation Land-Use-Capability Zone,
or Area:Zone combination. Thus, for at least 96.7 percent of
grid cells with nitrate data, either the Kaplan-Meier method
was applied as designed or the method detection limit was
substantially less than the estimated median nitrate concentration in the Highlands Region.
For comparison, median concentrations also were calculated with nondetects set to zero, one-half the MDL, or the
MDL; these are discussed in the section “Four Methods of
Including Nondetects.” This gives the full range of variability
in nitrate concentrations resulting from the choice of methods
for handling nondetects.
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Figure 4. Numbers of groundwater samples collected in each model grid cell for the New Jersey Highlands Region. (Data from the
U.S. Geological Survey National Water Information System database and the New Jersey Private Well Testing Act database)

Logistic Regression Model Development

where

The logistic model, as presented by Greene and others
(2005), is of the form
p i = P (Y = 1 | X i ) =

exp(β 0 + β1x i1 + β 2 x i2 + ..., +β k x ik )

1 + exp(β 0 + β1 X1 + β 2 X 2 + ..., +β k x ik )

(1)

or (equivalently, the logit form)
ln(

pi

1 − pi

) = β 0 + β1x i1 + β 2 x i2 + ..., +β k x ik

,

(2)

pi

is

the probability of the binary response
variable Yi (which can only have values
of 0 or 1) being equal to 1;
β0
is the intercept;
β1… βk are regression coefficients for each
explanatory variable of the regression
equation;
xi1, xi2, ..., xik are values of explanatory variables; and
Xi refers to the set of values of all explanatory
variables (1, xi1, xi2, …, xik).
p

The quantity 1 – ip is referred to as the “odds
i
ratio” and is equivalent to p(Y = 1) ; it is used to express
p(Y = 0)

the probability that an event will occur. For example, if the
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probability of nitrate concentration in a water sample exceeding 2.0 mg/L as N is 0.25, then the odds ratio is p(Y = 1) = 0.25 ,
p(Y = 0) = 0.75
or 1 to 3. Model coefficients and other parameters were calculated with an iterative maximum-likelihood algorithm by
S-Plus (Insightful Corp., 2003). Input scripts for developing
multiple logistic-regression models are shown in Appendix 1.
In this investigation, the binary variable Y represents the
two cases: Y = 0 where the nitrate concentration of a water
sample is less than a threshold concentration CTi, or Y = 1
where the concentration is greater than or equal to CTi. Thus,
increasing the value of CTi would increase the probability that
Y = 0.

Estimation of Median Nitrate Concentrations
The value of pi obtained from a logistic-regression model
represents a quantile of the range of possible values of the
dependent variable. Thus, pi = 0.5 at the 0.5 quantile, which is
the median value, of the dependent variable (nitrate concentration). The condition where pi = 0.5 can be expressed as
ln(

pi

1 − pi

) = ln(

0.5
1 − 0.5

) = ln(1) = 0

= β 0 + β1x i1 + β 2 x i2 + ..., +β k x ik

,

(3)

and the median value of the dependent variable is equal to the
threshold value (CTi) of the logistic regression model shown
in equation (3). This is the property of logistic regression
that enables it to be used for estimating median values. The
method applied here to estimate a median value is basically
to identify two logistic models for which pi is slightly greater
than and slightly less than 0.5 and to assign the median value
of the dependent variable by using an interpolation process
described below.
The threshold value CTi for pi = 0.5 is not directly
calculable but can be selected from a series of logistic equations with a range of CTi values. In this investigation, logistic
models with CTi = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15…1.0, 1.1, 1.2,…10.0 were
developed (a total of 110 models). Ideally, a logistic model for
which pi = 0.5 would be identified, and the corresponding CTi
value would be assigned as the median value. In practice, the
set of CTi values is incremental and not continuous, and therefore, identifying the logistic model for which pi = exactly 0.5
is unlikely. Linear interpolation was used to calculate between
CT1 and CT2 of two logistic models M1 and M2 that have values
of p1 and p2 which are nearest to 0.5, where p1 is less than 0.5
and p2 is greater than 0.5:
Median [N0 3 − N] =

C T1 (p 2 − 0.5)
(p 2 − p1 )

+

C T2 (0.5 − p1 )
(p 2 − p1 )

. (4)

Thus, the median nitrate concentration in groundwater
underlying an area, such as that within a circular well buffer

or grid cells, is determined from a set of explanatory variable
values, and the two logistic regression equations from which
the probability of exceeding the nitrate concentration is 0.5 are
determined by interpolation. The median concentration over
a larger area, such as the entire Highlands Region or an area
within the Highlands Region is then calculated as the median
of the median concentrations of all the smaller areas (well buffers or grid cells).

Explanatory Variables
A total of 320 geographic and environmental characteristics are potential explanatory variables (Appendix 2) related
to median nitrate concentrations in groundwater and were
compiled in a previous investigation (New Jersey Highlands
Council, 2008). The variables include land-use/land-cover
characteristics as defined by the Anderson system (Anderson
and others 1976). Land-use data for 1986 (NJDEP, 1986),
1995 (NJDEP, 2001), 2002 (NJDEP, 2008), and 2007 (NJDEP,
2010) were used in this investigation so that median nitrate
concentrations were evaluated with land-use patterns during similar time periods. Land-use characteristics included
percentages of each land use within well buffers and distances
between the well and the nearest land-use type. Anderson
Level 1 land-use categories in New Jersey are urban, agricultural, rangeland, forest, water, wetlands, and barren land.
Subcategories (Anderson Level 2) include mixtures of land
use such as, but not limited to, urban/residential, urban/industrial, agricultural/cropland, and agricultural/confined feeding
operations. Level 2 categories that are in the Highlands Region
are included in the list of 320 potential explanatory variables.
Other characteristics listed in Appendix 2 include soil properties, transportation (length and number of roads and railroads),
population, hydrology, water-quality characteristics (concentrations of chemical species), and well depth.
To relate independent variables to median nitrate concentrations at individual wells, the value of each variable within
an area surrounding the well was determined. This was done
for wells in the NWIS database by calculating the value of
each of the 320 variables within the 500-meter-radius circular
buffer of each well. This was not done for the PTWA wells
because the exact location of each well is unknown. The
explanatory variables that are identified as the best predictors
of median nitrate concentrations in water samples from wells
in the NWIS database were then used to determine median
nitrate concentrations in the grid cells.
The best predictor variables from the list of 320 geographic and environmental characteristics (Appendix 2) were
identified by applying a step-wise regression procedure to
obtain a series of five-variable models that best fit the measured nitrate concentrations in groundwater samples from
the set of wells in the NWIS database, as described in the
Highlands Regional Master Plan (New Jersey Highlands
Council, 2008). First, Spearman’s Rho nonparametric correlation coefficients (Spearman, 1904) were calculated using the
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value of each variable and nitrate concentration in each well.
This procedure, previously used by Kolpin (1997), provided a
nonparametric, univariate assessment of the regression relation
between nitrate concentration and each potential explanatory variable. Next, univariate logistic regression relations
were developed for each potential explanatory variable for
CTi values of 0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 3.0, 5.0, and 10 mg/L as N. Potential variables that had significant Spearman’s rho (>0.105 or
<-0.105 for p = 0.05) or significant t values in one or more
univariate logistic models (>1.96 for p = 0.05) were used in
two-variable logistic models. The process was continued for
3-, 4-, and 5-variable models until all possible combinations of
variables that were significant in the 4-variable models were
used to generate a set of 5-variable models. Selection of the
final set of five variables included numerical and subject criteria. Selection was based on the sum of all six t statistic values
for the model (including the intercept), minimum of expected
colinearity among variables, and maximum spatial representation of the variables. The sum of t statistic values provides an
objective, numerical assessment of the overall significance
of the logistic model. This metric varies, depending upon the
value of the threshold nitrate concentration CTi associated with
the regression equation. CTi is shown in relation to t value in
fig. 5, where t for each of five explanatory variables varies as a
function of CTi. Collinearity occurs between related variables,
such as population and percent urban land use, or distance to
nearest agriculture and percent agricultural land use. Models
with two or more variables that are expected to be collinear
were not considered in the selection of the final five variables.
Where a choice between two similar or related variables had to
be made, the variable with the greatest spatial representation
was selected. For example, in selecting between percent urban
residential and percent total urban land use, the total urban
variable was selected. The final set of explanatory variables
consists of urban land use, agricultural land use, septic-system
density, total length of streams, and the number of known contaminated sites in the well buffer. The sum of t statistic values
for these five variables was large for all six CTi values. Collinearity was expected to be minimal, and all five variables have
greater than or equal spatial representation compared to related
variables. This set of variables was used for all future logistic,
quantile, and multiple-linear regression model development.

Spreadsheet Design for Estimating Median
Nitrate Concentrations
A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet was used to calculate the
median nitrate concentration for each area of interest (well
buffer, grid cell, or Area:Zone combination). An example of
the spreadsheet is shown as Appendix 1. The spreadsheet is
arranged in five sections.
1.

A list of 110 logistic regression models with model
parameters (regression coefficients and intercept),

t-statistic values, and standard errors, with documentation of data files used to develop the model.
2.

Fields that contain information about the wells and
buffer or grid cell. This includes location within
Highlands areas and zones, grid or well identification number, lab-measured nitrate concentration
(if applicable), and values of the five explanatory
variables.

3.

Fields in which the probability of exceeding the
threshold nitrate concentration is calculated for each
well or grid cell for each of the 110 logistic-regression relations.

4.

Fields in which the results of (3) are used to estimate
the median nitrate concentration for each well or
grid cell on the basis of equations 3 and 4.

5.

A field in which the overall estimated median nitrate
concentration for the area of interest (entire Highlands Region or smaller area within the Highlands)
is shown.

Methods Used to Evaluate Logistic Regression
Models
Four methods were used to assess the statistical significance of explanatory variables and evaluate the logisticregression models: the t statistic of each logistic-regression
coefficient, which is equivalent to the Wald statistic as
calculated by Hosmer and Lemeshow (2000); Press’s Q; a test
of the correlation between estimated and measured median
nitrate; and a test of the overall accuracy of the method to estimate the median values of measured nitrate concentrations.
The t statistic is calculated as the ratio of the maximum
likelihood estimate of the slope parameter to an estimate of its
standard error:
t = W = βi/ (standard error of βi) ,

where

βi

(5)

represents the coefficient of explanatory
variable i in the logistic-regression model.

The value of t for each variable indicates the significance
of that variable. Variables with values of t for large samples
(where the t distribution is indistinguishable from the standard
normal distribution) of greater than 1.96 are significant at the
0.05 level and contribute significantly to the model.
Press’s Q statistic is a function of the model’s ability to
correctly categorize data that were used to develop the model.
The two categories are p>0.5 and p<0.5. A value, for example
a lab-measured nitrate concentration, is correctly categorized
where p>0.5 and the value is greater than the threshold value
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Figure 5. Values of the t statistic for five explanatory variables in logistic-regression equations for nitrate-threshold concentrations
0.05–10.0 milligrams per liter as nitrogen.

or p<0.5 and the value is less than the threshold value. The
percent of correct classifications is used to calculate Press’s Q:
Q = [N – (n*K)] ^2/N*(K – 1) ,

where

N
n
K

(6)

is sample size,
is number of correct classifications, and
is number of groups (2).

The correlation between deciles of estimated and measured nitrate concentrations also was applied on the basis of
methods of Greene and others (2005) and Nolan (2001), where
the relation between the calculated probability of exceeding a threshold value and the fraction of measured data that
exceeded the threshold value for each quantile of calculated
values was determined. Instead of probabilities, the estimated
median nitrate concentrations for each quantile were compared to the median measured concentration for the same
quantile. This provided an overall assessment of the method’s
ability to accurately estimate median values and information
about the relative magnitude of error over a range of nitrate
concentrations.

Two additional model diagnostics were used to evaluate
and validate the logistic, quantile, and multiple-linear regression methods of calculating median nitrate concentrations. In
the first, the median of measured concentrations was compared
to the median concentration determined with the regression methods for the same set of grid cells (all of those with
measured nitrate data) as a calibration check. In the second,
model validation was conducted by developing regression
models using data from half of the grid cells, calculating the
median nitrate concentration of the other half with the regression methods, and comparing those estimates to the median of
measured nitrate concentration values.

Median Nitrate Concentrations in Groundwater
Median values of lab-measured and estimated nitrate
concentrations are discussed in this section (table 6). Medians
of lab-measured nitrate concentrations were determined in two
ways: as the median of all measured nitrate-concentration values in the combined NWIS-PWTA dataset, and as the median
concentration at the grid-cell level. Median nitrate concentrations were determined for the entire Highlands Region, for the
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Table 6. Measured and estimated nitrate concentrations in groundwater from the New Jersey Highlands Region.
[mg/L, milligrams per liter; N, nitrogen]

Median nitrate concentration (mg/L as N)
Area within the NJ Highlands

Median of measured concentrations

Estimated median
concentrations for
all grid cells

Individual
water samples

Grid-cell
level1

Entire Highlands Region

1.79

1.50

1.25

Planning Area

2.16

1.78

1.55

Preservation Area

1.42

1.25

1.08

Conservation Zone

2.17

2.02

1.76

Existing Community Zone

2.51

2.14

1.78

Protection Zone

1.28

1.10

1.07

Planning Area:Conservation Zone

2.40

2.15

1.78

Planning Area:Existing Community Zone

2.71

2.17

1.78

Planning Area:Protection Zone

1.50

1.27

1.19

Preservation Area:Conservation Zone

1.85

1.93

1.64

Preservation Area:Existing Community Zone

2.26

2.07

1.79

Preservation Area:Protection Zone

1.18

1.02

1.05

For the models, the New Jersey Highlands Region is divided into a grid of 9,745 610-meter-square cells.

1

Planning and Preservation Areas, for each of the three LandUse-Capability Zones, and for each Area:Zone combination.

Median of Measured Nitrate Concentrations in
the NJ Highlands Region
The median measured nitrate concentration among all
water samples in the combined NWIS-PWTA dataset was
1.79 mg/L as N, and concentrations in the 2 Areas, 3 Land-Use
Capability Zones, and 6 Area:Zone combinations range from
1.18 to 2.71 mg/L as N (table 6). Concentrations were higher
where agricultural or urban land use is more prevalent, such as
the Conservation and Existing Community Zones, and lower
where land use is predominantly forested land, such as the
Protection Zone. There is spatial bias in well locations because

many sampled wells are located in urban areas; thus, a bias
in median nitrate concentrations was expected. Over-representation of urban and possibly agricultural areas and underrepresentation of forested areas in the combined NWIS-PWTA
database must, therefore, result in higher median nitrate
concentrations for all water samples than the actual median
concentration for groundwater underlying the entire Highlands
Region or any Area, Zone, or Area:Zone combination.
The median nitrate concentrations for the Highlands at
the grid-cell level was 1.50, and concentrations in the 2 Areas,
3 Land-Use Capability Zones, and 6 Area:Zone combinations
range from 1.02 to 2.17 mg/L as N (table 6). Spatial bias in
well locations was reduced by calculating a single nitrate concentration for each grid cell, then calculating the median concentration at the grid-cell level. Each grid cell that contained
wells in the combined NWIS-PWTA database received equal
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weight in all calculations. The remaining spatial bias is caused
by the lack of nitrate data for about one-half the grid cells;
those grid cells tended to have a larger percentage of forested
land use (table 1). Therefore, although median concentration
at the grid-cell level are subject to less spatial bias than those
calculated from individual nitrate concentrations, some spatial
bias remains and leads to over-estimation of median nitrate
concentrations.

Median of Estimated Nitrate Concentrations
The estimated median nitrate concentration for all grid
cells in the entire Highlands Region estimated using the
logistic-regression method is 1.25 mg/L as N, and estimated
median concentrations range from 1.05 to 1.79 mg/L as N
among the Area, Zone, and Area:Zone combinations (table 6).
Spatial distribution of estimated nitrate concentrations is
shown on a map of the Highlands Region (fig. 6). A comparison of figs. 3 and 6 shows that forested areas correspond to
lower median nitrate concentrations, and urban areas correspond to higher median concentrations. Estimated median
nitrate concentrations are lower for the entire Highlands
Region than the median of measured nitrate concentrations
at the individual-sample and grid-cell scales (table 6). This
is consistent with lower nitrate concentrations occurring in
groundwater underlying grid cells dominated by forested and
wetland areas, which are under-represented in the database
of nitrate concentrations. Median values of the five explanatory variables used in the logistic models are shown in table 7.
Urban and agricultural land uses and septic-system density
are greater in the grid cells with sampled wells than in those
without. The non-random distribution of wells is apparent
when considering that the average percentage of non-urban,
non-agricultural land in areas with sampled wells is nearly
15 percent greater than in areas without sampled wells, and
there are on average 41 percent more septic systems per unit
area in areas with sampled wells than in areas without sampled
wells. The average number of known contaminated sites
is 21 percent greater in grid cells with sampled wells. It is
clear, therefore, that a median nitrate concentration calculated
directly from water-sample data would have over-estimated
the nitrate concentration of the underlying groundwater for the
entire Highlands Region or any Area or Zone.

Fit and Validation of Logistic-Regression
Models
Four tests demonstrated that the logistic-regression
models generally contained significant explanatory variables,
had significant predictive power, and can reliably estimate
nitrate concentrations for grid cells in which no wells were
sampled. Values of the t statistic for the five explanatory
variables are shown in fig. 5. Urban and agricultural land use
and septic-system density are the most significant variables
over most of the range of threshold nitrate concentrations.

The 5 variables decline in significance at the low and high
extremes of the range of threshold values, though at least 3
variables are significant (p=0.05) for the nitrate threshold
range of 0.1–8.3 mg/L as N. All five variables are significant
for a nitrate-concentration threshold range of 0.25–0.60 mg/L
as N, which includes a large portion of the measured nitrate
concentrations. A case could be made for discarding the two
weakest variables, known contaminated sites and total length
of streams. However, these variables were significant at low
concentration thresholds where land-use and septic-systemdensity variables were depressed. Using or not using the lessthan-significant variables in the models has little effect on the
calculated probability values, and therefore they were retained
for the value they add to the models at the low range of the
threshold values. Also, the same five explanatory variables
were used in all logistic models so that probabilities among
threshold values would be comparable.
Press’s Q and the percent of correctly classified samples
are shown in fig. 7. More than 60 percent of nitrate concentrations at the grid-cell level were correctly classified as greater
than or less than the threshold value for the 110 logisticregression models. Results of this statistical analysis are most
meaningful where the median nitrate concentration is near the
threshold value and random selection would result in 50 percent of values being incorrect. At the high and low extremes
of values, a large fraction of values would be categorized
incorrectly only if the model had no predictive power. This is
not the case here (fig. 7) because greater than 90 percent of
values were categorized correctly. Similarly, values of Press’s
Q (equation 6, fig. 7) are significantly greater than the critical
value for logistic-regression models where the median nitrate
concentration is near the threshold value. The “dip” in the
curve (fig. 7) occurs because incorrectly expecting a calculated
value to be above or below the threshold value is more likely
to occur near the threshold value. The large values of Q reflect
the large sample size for each model, which enables all models
to accurately categorize samples as greater than or less than
the critical value on the basis of the values of the explanatory
variables.

Comparisons of Median Measured Nitrate
Concentrations and Estimated Median Nitrate
Concentrations
Two simulation scenarios were developed to assess
the accuracy of the logistic regression method for estimating median nitrate concentrations of the entire Highlands
Region and Areas and Zones within the Highlands Region
(table 8). In scenario 1, the medians of lab-measured concentrations were compared to the estimated nitrate concentrations for 4,516 grid cells. The set of 110 logistic-regression
equations were prepared from values of the five explanatory
variables and the median of measured nitrate values for those
4,516 cells. The estimated (1.49 mg/L as N) and measured
(1.50 mg/L as N) median concentrations were nearly identical.
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Figure 6. Estimated median nitrate concentration in model grids for the New Jersey Highlands Region. (mg/L, milligrams per liter)

This complements the t (equivalent to the Wald) and Press’s
Q statistics, which indicate that the selection of explanatory
variables was appropriate and that the results of the logisticregression method are generally significant.
The median estimation method based on logistic regression was further tested by sorting the grid cells in Scenario 1
by estimated concentration (high to low) and dividing the
population by 10 quantiles (deciles). The median of estimated
nitrate values in each quantile (decile) was then compared
to that of the lab-measured values (fig. 8). Median estimated
concentrations in the quartiles ranged from 1.01 to 3.24 mg/L
as N. The median of estimated nitrate concentrations for the
tenth quantile (decile) (3.24 mg/L as N) was the most dissimilar from the median of measured values (3.58 mg/L as N)
and was lower by 9.5 percent. The average deviation between
quantile (decile) median nitrate concentrations on the basis of
estimated versus lab-measured was 4.4 percent. This shows

that medians of lab-measured nitrate concentrations were
predicted with reasonable accuracy over the range of threshold
concentrations.
Model validation was accomplished by developing the
set of 110 logistic-regression models using only data associated with half of the grid cells and using those models to
estimate median nitrate concentrations for the remaining half
of the grid cells, then comparing those median values to the
corresponding median concentrations (Scenario 2). As shown
in figure 9, the relation between the medians of estimated
and lab-measured nitrate concentrations is similar to that
for Scenario 1, although the deviation in the 10th decile was
slightly higher (10.3 percent) as was the average deviation
(5.4 percent).
Figures 8 and 9 show the error trend in the estimated
values for Scenarios 1 and 2. Scenario 1 tested the capability
of a set of logistic-regression equations to predict the nitrate
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Table 7. Summary statistics for explanatory variables used in logistic-regression models to calculate median nitrate concentration
in groundwater from in the NJ Highlands Region.
Grid cells1 with
sampled wells2

Grid cells with
no sampled wells

Percent urban land use3
Minimum

0

0

Mean

32.9

20.2

Median

27.9

6.6

Maximum

100

100

0

0

13.2

11.5

2.3

0

97.1

100

Percent agricultural land use
Minimum
Mean
Median
Maximum
Total length of streams
Minimum

0

0

Mean

1,613

1,628

Median

1,263

1,172

13,707

12,942

0

0

Mean

41.6

29.5

Median

24.2

18.3

Maximum
Septic-system density
Minimum

Maximum

843

669

Minimum

0

0

Mean

0.17

0.14

Median

0

0

Maximum

7

9

Number of known contaminated sites

The Highlands Region is divided into a grid of 9,745 610-meter-square cells.

1

Wells with results inventoried in U.S. Geological Survey National Water Information System or sampled as a requirement of the New Jersey Private Well
Testing Act.
2

Calculated from NJ Department of Environmental Protection digital data (NJ Department of Environmental Protection, 2010).

3

concentrations at various quantiles, including quartiles for the
data used in developing the logistic equations. Scenario 2 was
a more realistic test in which median-nitrate-concentration
and land-use data from half the grid cells were used to predict
the median concentrations in the other half. The analysis of
error in the estimated nitrate concentrations (figs. 10 and 11)
shows that most estimates were accurate within 10 percent and

that the interquartile range of concentrations was estimated
accurately. The first and third quantile errors of the estimate
for Scenario 2 were 8.3 and 5.5 percent, respectively. The
largest errors occurred for the 5th and 10th percentiles (nearly
30% in Scenario 2), indicating that there is greater error, in
terms of percent, in the lower concentrations than in the higher
concentrations.
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Figure 7. Values of the Press’s Q statistic for logistic-regression models with nitrate-threshold concentrations of 0.05–10.0 milligrams
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Table 8. Simulation scenarios for logistic-regression model validation: comparisons between lab-measured and estimated median
nitrate concentrations.
[mg/L, milligrams per liter; N, nitrogen]

Number of
grid cells1

Median of labmeasured nitrate
concentrations
(mg/L as N)

Median of
estimated nitrate
concentrations
(mg/L as N)

Percent
difference

4,516

1.50

1.49

0.7

2,300

1.78

1.75

1.7

Conservation Zone

732

2.14

2.04

4.7

Existing Community Zone

759

2.17

2.10

3.0

Protection Zone

809

1.28

1.28

0.0

2,152

1.25

1.25

0.0

Conservation Zone

336

1.90

1.88

1.1

Existing Community Zone

275

2.07

1.95

5.8

1,541

1.05

1.09

3.8

2,258

1.50

1.45

3.3

Validation scenario number and description

1. Comparison between medians of lab-measured
and estimated nitrate concentrations for the same
set of grid cells
2. Comparison between medians of lab-measured
and estimated nitrate concentrations for the same set
of grid cells sorted by Highlands Administrative Area
and Land-Use Capability Zone2
a. Planning Area

b. Preservation Area

Protection Zone
3. Comparison between median of lab-measured values
in 2,258 randomly selected grid cells and estimated
values for the remaining cells that have sampled wells

The Highlands Region is divided into a grid of 9,745 610-meter-square grid cells. Median groundwater-nitrate concentration, land use, and other variables
used in logistic regression models are calculated for each grid cell.
1

The NJ Highlands Region is divided into the Planning Area, administered by the New Jersey Highlands Council, in which conformance with the Regional
Master Plan is voluntary; and the Preservation Area, administered by the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection, in which conformance with
the Regional Master Plan administered by the Highlands Council is mandatory.
2

Comparison among Estimated Median Nitrate
Concentrations Obtained with Logistic, Quantile,
and Multiple-Linear Regression Methods
Estimated median nitrate concentrations for the Highlands Region, Planning and Preservation Areas, Land-UseCapability Zones, and Area:Zone combination determined
by logistic, quantile, and multiple-linear regressions are
shown in table 9. Although validation results showed that the
logistic-regression method was able to estimate median nitrate
concentrations slightly more accurately than quantile regression and substantially more accurately than MLR, median
concentrations determined using the three methods were
similar. The average difference between medians determined
with logistic and quantile regressions was less than 0.1 mg/L

as N, and the average difference between medians from logistic regression and MLR was 0.15 mg/L as N. As these are all
regression methods based on minimizing residual error and all
were developed using the same five explanatory variables and
nitrate data, similarity among the resulting estimated median
nitrate concentrations is not surprising. All three methods
effectively remove the spatial bias caused by systematically
larger percentages of urban land use and higher septic-system
density in grid cells that contain NWIS and PWTA wells. The
decision about which regression method to select rests on
whether a higher priority is placed on the use of a well-established, proven, accepted method (quantile regression or MLR)
that is slightly less accurate according to validation results
or the unconventional use of logistic regression with slightly
more accurate estimates.
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Figure 10. Percent error in estimates of quantiles of nitrate concentration in Scenario 1.
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Table 9. Estimated median nitrate concentrations based on logistic regression, quantile regression, and multiple-linear regression
models of the NJ Highlands Region.
[mg/L, milligrams per liter; N, Nitrogen; NJ, New Jersey]

Estimated median nitrate concentrations (mg/L as N) assigned to nondetect samples
Method of calculating the median value

Area within the NJ Highlands

Logistic regression

Quantile regression

Multiple-linear regression

Entire Highlands Region

1.25

1.37

1.24

Planning Area

1.55

1.67

1.38

Preservation Area

1.08

1.08

1.12

Conservation Zone

1.76

1.94

1.52

Existing Community Zone

1.78

1.83

1.48

Protection

1.07

1.05

1.09

Planning Area:Conservation Zone

1.78

1.97

1.52

Planning Area:Existing Community Zone

1.78

1.83

1.47

Planning Area:Protection Zone

1.19

1.28

1.17

Preservation Area:Conservation Zone

1.64

1.87

1.49

Preservation Area:Existing Community Zone

1.79

1.84

1.50

Preservation Area:Protection Zone

1.05

0.96

1.05

Four Methods of Including Nondetects
The four methods that include nondetects in the median
nitrate concentration calculations are (1) simple substitution
of zero, (2) substitution of one-half the detection limit, (3)
substitution of the detection limit, and (4) estimation based on
the Kaplan-Meier method. Although substitution is discouraged in the statistical research literature (Helsel, 2005), there
is historical precedent and some conditions under which this
approach is recommended (U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, 2009). Substituting zero may be appropriate in cases
where nondetects represent an absence of the contaminant
being measured. Substituting half the detection limit may be
reasonable if it is assumed that the population of nondetects is
uniformly distributed along the interval of zero and the detection limit. Substituting the detection limit is the most conservative approach, as it is known that (within the precision of
the data-collection methods) the concentration does not exceed
that value.
The variability in estimated median nitrate concentrations resulting from the four methods is shown in fig. 12
and table 10. The variability in the Planning Area for each
Land-Use-Capability Zone is small. Variability in the Preservation Area, where nitrate concentrations are generally
lower, is greater. This is because a greater portion of nitrate

concentrations in grid cells are shifted from above the median
to below the median when a smaller value is assigned to each
nondetect, thus shifting the recalculated median lower to a
greater extent. Thus, the median nitrate concentration in the
Preservation Area is decreased by 0.11 mg/L as N when the
assignment of nondetects is changed from the MDL to zero.
This effect is increased when the areas are parsed into the
three zones (fig. 12). The choice of nondetect assignment is
unimportant for the Conservation Zone within the Planning
Area but is significant for the Protection Zone in the Preservation Area where the estimated median nitrate concentration
decreases by 0.26 mg/L as N when the nondetect assignment
is similarly changed. Other sources of error, which include
uncertainty about well location within grid cells and direction
and flow rate of groundwater, changing land-use percentages
over time, analytical precision, sampling procedures, and the
selected set of explanatory variables can add substantially to
the error in estimates of median nitrogen concentration.
In summary, the handling of nondetect values is important in estimating median nitrate concentrations where a large
fraction of values are nondetects or where the MDL is greater
than the median value but has little effect where only a small
fraction of values are nondetects or where the MDL is substantially less than the median value. For estimating the median
nitrate concentration of groundwater in Highlands Region,
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Figure 12. Median estimated groundwater-nitrate concentrations aggregated by grid cell for areas and Land-Use Capability Zones
calculated with four methods of including nondetects.
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Table 10. Estimated median nitrate concentrations based on logistic-regression models of the NJ Highlands Region calculated with
four methods of assigning values to nondetects.
[mg/L, milligrams per liter; MDL, minimum detection limit; N, nitrogen; NJ, New Jersey]

Estimated median nitrate concentrations (mg/L as N)
Area within the NJ Highlands

Value assigned to nondetect
Zero1

0.5 x MDL2

Kaplan-Meier3

MDL4

Entire Highlands

1.21

1.23

1.25

1.25

Planning Area

1.52

1.53

1.55

1.55

Preservation Area

0.95

0.98

1.08

1.09

Conservation Zone

1.74

1.75

1.76

1.76

Existing Community Zone

1.75

1.76

1.78

1.78

Protection

0.89

0.93

1.07

1.08

Planning Area:Conservation Zone

1.76

1.77

1.78

1.78

Planning Area:Existing Community Zone

1.74

1.76

1.78

1.78

Planning Area:Protection Zone

1.14

1.17

1.19

1.20

Preservation Area:Conservation Zone

1.60

1.61

1.64

1.63

Preservation Area:Existing Community Zone

1.77

1.77

1.79

1.79

Preservation Area:Protection Zone

0.80

0.83

1.05

1.06

1

Values of all nondetect samples set to zero.

2

Values of all nondetect samples set to ½ the MDL.

3

Kaplan-Meier method (Helsel, 2005) used to assign values to nondetect samples.

4

Values of all nondetect samples set to the MDL.
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the choice of method to include nondetects in the calculation
makes a significant difference only for the Protection Zone
within the Preservation Area. Assigning the MDL as the value
for all nondetects would produce a “worst-case scenario”
median concentration and likely would overstate the median
nitrate concentration. Selecting either 0.5 x MDL or applying
the Kaplan-Meier method would most likely increase the accuracy of the median estimate, but there is no justification for
using 0.5 x MDL and no justification for assigning zero as the
concentrations of nondetects. Therefore, Kaplan-Meier method
remains the most reasonable choice for handling nondetects.

Summary and Conclusions
Nitrate-concentration data were used in conjunction with
variables related to land use and land-surface characteristics
to estimate median nitrate concentrations in groundwater
underlying the New Jersey (NJ) Highlands Region in a study
conducted by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in cooperation with the New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection. Sources of nitrate data were the USGS National
Water Information System (NWIS) and the New Jersey Private
Well Testing Act (PWTA). Spearman’s nonparametric correlation coefficient and a step-wise logistic-regression procedure
were used to identify five independent (explanatory) variables
that produce highly correlated logistic models that are based
on a range of nitrate-concentration thresholds—0.1, .03, 1.0,
3.0, 5.0, and 10 milligrams per liter as nitrogen (mg/L as N).
The explanatory variables that were found to be significant in
logistic-regression models that used NWIS data are percent
urban land use, agricultural land use, length of streams, septicsystem density, and number of known contaminated sites.
Each explanatory variable was quantified within 610-meter
x 610-meter grid cells. A series of 110 logistic models with
thresholds ranging from 0.05 to 10 mg/L as N were developed,
and the probability of a nitrate concentration exceeding a
designated threshold concentration in groundwater underlying a grid cell was calculated. For each grid cell, the median
concentration was determined by identifying the two logistic
models for which the probability of exceedance was nearest
to 50 percent, and the corresponding thresholds were the two
nitrate concentrations nearest to the median by definition.
Linear interpolation was used to calculate the actual median
nitrate concentration for each grid cell. A series of evaluation
methods was applied to the logistic models. Twenty-three percent of the nitrate data were left-censored (included nondetect
values), and the Kaplan-Meier method of including nondetects
in the median calculation was applied to estimate the median
nitrate concentration in each grid cell. Three additional methods of assigning values to nondetects were explored. Little
difference in median nitrate concentration was noted for the
Highlands Region and most areas within the Highlands Region
regardless of which method was used to handle nondetects.
Median nitrate concentrations within the Highlands Region

correlated positively with percentages of urban land use,
agricultural land use, and septic-system density. Model validation showed that the logistic-regression approach was able to
accurately calculate median concentrations with a maximum
error of less than 0.1 mg/L as N. Median estimated nitrate
concentrations based on quantile regression were slightly
less accurate, and those based on multiple-linear regression
were substantially less accurate. Although logistic regression
produced accurate estimates of median nitrate concentrations
for the NJ Highlands Region, the more conventional quantile
regression method would be the favored alternative for future
similar studies over the somewhat cumbersome logisticregression method used here. An additional benefit of quantile
regression is that it generates an estimate of the value of the
dependent variable (for example, nitrate concentration) for any
quantile.
The estimated median nitrate concentration in groundwater in the NJ Highlands Region was 1.25 mg/L as N. The
estimated median concentrations were highest in the Preservation Area/Existing Community Zone (1.79 mg/L as N) and
lowest in the Preservation Area/Protection Zone (1.05 mg/L as
N) using the logistic-regression method.
This application of logistic regression to determine the
median value of a dependent variable requires a dataset sufficiently large to represent conditions in the area of study,
logistic models that are appropriate for evaluating the phenomenon in question with closely spaced threshold values that
bracket the range of expected values for the dependent variable, and explanatory variables that are significant across the
range of threshold values. The large database provided by the
New Jersey Private Well Testing Act coupled with extensive
land-use data and other geo-referenced data was ideal for this
application of logistic regression. With the spatial bias of well
distribution removed, estimates of median nitrate concentration are more representative of the Highlands Region than are
median nitrate concentrations for analyzed water samples.
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Appendix 1
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Appendix 2
Geographic and environmental characteristics evaluated as possible explanatory variables in models of median nitrate concentrations in groundwater in the NJ Highlands Region. (Appendix 2 available at http://dx.doi.org/10.3133/sir20155075)
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